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• Why is engaging fathers in Family 
Drug Courts important?

• Why is there a need for gender 
responsive – speaking directly to 
men’s unique experiences and needs 
- approaches to supporting men and 
providing services?

• What some next steps for engaging 
fathers?

Learning Objectives

Strengthening 
Partnerships

Improving 
Family 

Outcomes
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Absent Father Myths

• A threat, a liability, 
potentially violent 

• Abusive towards 
children

• Uncooperative
• Unable to take 

responsibility
• Uncommitted to family 

life



A Grievous Wound“Fathers want to be involved in 
their children’s lives, but because 
of past experiences with law 
enforcement, absenteeism, the 
requirements of programs and 
services offered to/for the mother 
and the children, fathers have 
somehow gotten the message that 
the children would be better off 
without them being involved in the 
children’s lives.”
- Father, Focus Group, Minnesota, 2005



Why is Engaging 
Fathers Important?



The Benefits of Father Involvement
Children with involved fathers display:

*  Source: Father Facts, 5th Edition, 2007

• Better cognitive 
outcomes, even as 
infants

• Higher self-
esteem and less 
depression as 
teenagers

• Higher grades, 
test scores, and 
overall academic 
achievement

• Lower levels of 
drug and alcohol 
use

• Higher levels of 
empathy and 
other pro-social 
behavior



Strategies for Engaging Fathers



Cross-Systems Role in 
Engagement of Fathers
• Make father engagement a priority

• Identify and locate fathers as early as 
possible

• Ensure quality father-child visits

• Ensure fathers receive gender-responsive 
services

• Ensure that treatment is gender-responsiveCWS
Treatment

Court



Sacramento County, California: ROOM FOR DADS

• For fathers in their two FDC programs
• Evening outpatient treatment for men who 

are employed, in school, or searching for 
employment or educational opportunities

• Fulfill all Court requirements without 
sacrificing financial stability

• Curriculum – AOD education, Strengthening 
Families, Helping Men Recovery, Seeking 
Safety, Living in Balance

Parenting | Gender-Responsive Treatment | Trauma | Life Skills

Recovery Opportunities Open for Men



• Partnered with child support 
enforcement to obtain accurate 
addresses for fathers to remove 
barriers to entry

• 2010 - Added a fathers’ FDC session 
at 3:30 pm

• Treatment agency created specific 
men’s programming

• Contracted services in the evening 
and on weekends:
• Parenting time visits
• Strengthening Families

Pima County, Arizona



Pima County Outcomes
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In FY 2015, 67% 
reunification rate for 
FDC parents

Of those, 11% were 
fathers only
6% to mothers only
50% to both parents



This is Water



WHAT  THE  HELL IS 
WATER?



My Water
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The best thing a 
father can do for 
his baby is to love 

his mother
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It’s not easy being a mother.  
If it were easy, fathers would it.
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World’s 
Deadbeat

DAD



It Runs Deep



Gender Responsive Treatment
Helping Men Recover



Emerging Paradigm - Values-Based Services

Copyright © 2015, Griffin & Dauer

Values-
based 

services

Gender-
responsive

Trauma-
informed

Cultural 
Humility

Recovery-
oriented 

Spiritual
Enrichment

Family 
Centric



Men’s Integrated Treatment

Male psychological 
development

TraumaAddiction



The Man Rules™



• Be a protector
• Integrity
• Courage
• Responsibility
• Be a provider
• DON’T BE A GIRL!
• DON’T BE GAY!!

• Don’t cry
• Don’t lose Control
• Don’t ask for help
• Don’t show emotion
• Don’t be weak
• Don’t back down
• Don’t be vulnerable

Man Rules
@authordgriffin  #theruleshavechanged  #themissingpeace   

25

Have as much SEX as possible whenever possible 
with as many HOTT and DIFFERENT women as 

possible with as BIG of a DICK as possible



SAFETY



• Show vulnerability
• Ask for help
• Admit powerlessness
• Let go of control
• Be responsible
• Be of service 
• Express emotion
• Humility
• Sobriety

• Always be in Control
• Don’t Cry
• Don’t ask for help
• Don’t show emotion
• Be a sexual superman
• Don’t show weakness
• Integrity
• Responsibility
• Be a provider

Man Rules™ Recovery



Helping Men Recover – Covington, Griffin, Dauer
First trauma –informed curriculum written 
specifically to address men’s unique issues and 
needs

18 session program – grounded in research, 
theory, and clinical practice; includes 
Facilitators Guide and Participants Workbook

The program model is organized into four 
modules:
• Self
• Relationships
• Sexuality
• Spirituality

Visit: www.dangriffin.com



TRAUMA = WOUND





Trauma-Informed Services
• Take trauma into account
• Avoid triggering trauma reactions and/or traumatizing the 

individual
• Adjust behavior of counselors, other staff and 

organization to support individual’s coping capacity
• Allow survivors to manage their trauma symptoms 

successfully so that they are able to access, retain and 
benefit  from the services   

Source: Fallot, Roger, PhD & Maxine Harris, PhD.  Trauma-Informed Services: 
A Self-Assessment and Planning Protocol,  March 2006



Safety

Ensuring physical 
and emotional 

safety

Trustworthiness

Making tasks clear 
and maintaining 

appropriate 
boundaries

Choice

Prioritizing 
consumer choice 

and  control

Collaboration

Maximizing 
collaboration and 
sharing of power 
with consumers

Empowerment

Prioritizing consumer 
empowerment and 

skill–building

A Culture Shift: Core Values of Trauma-Informed Care



Mutual Responsibility

Each person is responsible 
for their part in the 

relationship and for their 
own behavior. 

Compassion

Looking at the entirety of the 
person including their 

experiences and environments 
rather than being judgmental 

and dismissive.

Additional Principles of MALE Trauma-Informed Care



It Runs Deep



Q&A
and Discussion



5 Next Steps
Resources



#1 Check-Out Dan’s Website & Resources 

Contact: Griffin Recovery Enterprises, Inc.
dan@dangriffin.com
www.dangriffin.com   



A Man’s Way through Relationships
Central Recovery Press (August 2014)

First trauma-informed focused solely on 
helping men navigate the joy and pain of 
relationships in the face of their internalized 
ideas about masculinity and what it means to 
be a man. 

Into Action exercises at the end of each 
chapter give reader the opportunity to 
immediately practice the ideas in each 
chapter.



Helping Men Recover



“When I grew up I learned two 
things about what it takes to be a 
man. Number one, I learned to 
fight. And number two, I learned to 
drink”
- Jo, A Man’s Way Through the 
Twelve Steps

A Man’s Way through The Twelve Steps



#2 Conduct Focus Groups for Fathers in Your FDC 

1. During your involvement in the FDC, do you agree that your use of 
alcohol and other drugs affected your family, and impaired your ability to 
parent your child(ren)?  If yes, how so?

2. What services and supports during FDC participation worked well for you 
in dealing with your recovery?

3. What would have been helpful to you in your recovery that was not 
provided during your participation in the FDC?

4. How can the FDC program, CWS, court system and drug treatment 
services improve on engaging fathers?  



#3 Conduct A Father-Friendly Check-Up

• Tool to help assess degree your organization’s 
operations encourage father involvement in services 
and programs it offers

• Four assessment categories – Leadership, 
Organizational Capacity, Program, Community 
Engagement

• Score results to identify areas for improvement

• Available through National Fatherhood Initiative: 
http://www.fatherhood.org



#4 Review National Resources - from  U.S. Department 
of Health and Human Services Administration

National Responsible Fatherhood Clearinghouse
www.fatherhood.gov

• Spotlight on Dads
• Quick Statistics
• Promising Practices
• Tips for Professionals
• Take Time Tips for Dads



• Published by SAMHSA - May 2014
• Addresses the specific treatment needs of 

adult men with substance use disorders
• Reviews gender-specific research and best 

practices, such as common patterns of 
initiation of substance use among men 

Treatment Improvement Protocol 56 -
SAMHSA
http://store.samhsa.gov/shin/content//S
MA14-4736/SMA14-4736.pdf



#5 Contact CFF or the FDC TTA Program

• Connect you with FDC programs that are 
successfully engaging and serving 
fathers

• Training and technical assistance to 
support FDC policy and practice

www.cffutures.org
fdc@cffutures.org@
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